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Foreword
Robert Jay Lifton

Truly innovative work causes one to ask: why didn’t someone think of that before? The response has to do both with the illumination the work provides and
its stark appropriateness—its necessity—for the world we live in. With Vincent
Henry’s Death Work, that appropriateness and necessity became painfully evident with the attacks of 9/11. From that moment, Henry’s work took on an eerie
practicality, as he movingly describes in the last chapter of this book.
Death Work is about the police officer (or in the more affectionate intradepartmental usage, “cop”) as survivor—as one for whom death is a presence in
everyday work. The special value of Henry’s study derives from his interview method.
Rather than make abstract assumptions or simply summarize others’ findings, Henry
went out and talked to his fellow cops—not simply as a friendly insider (though he
was surely that) but as a trained psychological interviewer who could find order
and meaning in the riveting words of those he talked to.
Henry’s work sustains an exquisite balance between the highly specific and
the universal. Nothing could be more specific, more concrete, than the deathhaunted experiences of police officers—whether taking the form of disturbing
corpses, fallen partners, or their own near demise. But the significance of his findings extends to all who work in what historian Michael Lesy has called the “forbidden zone” or “zone of death”—a zone that envelops not only police officers
but firefighters and rescue workers of all kinds, military personnel, doctors and
health workers (especially in hospices), undertakers, prison staff on “death row,”
and those working in meatpacking or “slaughterhouse” industries.
Ultimately—and most important—Henry is exploring nothing less than the
larger struggle with dying and killing. One can view the police officers he interviewed
as “point men”—a kind of advance guard—in that struggle. Their encounters with
especially grotesque forms of death challenge anyone’s claim to mastery of this insoluble human dilemma.

Yet Henry’s research, as much as any I have come upon, demonstrates impressive forms of survivor resilience and illumination. With support of various
kinds, men and women can not only weather that extreme trauma but become
“better cops.” Henry is scrupulous when invoking my own work in some of these
areas and has extended and transformed that work by means of his original findings and observations.
This is especially true of his exploration of the rookie’s rite de passage in becoming a police officer, his need to in some way confront death and make use
of a form of selective professional numbing. Henry vividly conveys the inner division that enables the police officer to suppress his emotions in the service of
demanding professional tasks. The various elements that enable him to do that—
mentorship from experienced professionals, gradual routinization, gallows humor—
reminded me of parallel experiences I’d had many years ago as a medical student
and young doctor confronted with a corpse to dissect and the task of assisting
surgeons who were cutting up live human beings. In this process one evolves one’s
professional identity and initiates a lifelong struggle to balance numbing and feeling, to both limit intrusive emotions and hold onto one’s humanity. We are both
moved and enlightened by Henry’s depiction of his own experience of this struggle
in connection with his herculean actions following 9/11.
Indeed, with 9/11 this overall study took on a terrible immediacy. Meant originally as a probing of psychological reactions of police officers under ordinary
conditions—that is, ordinary conditions of a “forbidden zone”—it was suddenly
converted by 9/11 into a psychological and ethical baseline for the work of all service professions in that disaster. The psychology of the survivor was painfully at
issue for victims and potential victims, and for all who offered help of any kind.
When Henry reflected on his own survivor psychology and his capacity to
make constructive use of it in his personal and professional plunge into the disaster, he was calling forth all he had learned from his fellow cops over the course of
his study. One wishes that Americans in general, and especially our leaders, were
able to experience similar survivor wisdom in relation to 9/11.
This book should become a classic, for its contribution to the most humane
form of police work and to all work in the “forbidden zone,” and for what it tells
us more broadly about the hard-earned psychological possibilities of survivors.
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One of the subtle themes that emerges in this book, and one that I hope to take up
in subsequent research, is the tremendously important role mentors play in a cop’s
personal and professional development. Certainly the same can be said of the
importance of mentors in a scholar’s academic development. In line with the
formative-symbolic paradigm that is the theoretical underpinning of this study,
we can see that in conveying their own hard-earned life experiences and in guiding us toward a more complete understanding of ourselves and the world around
us, mentors provide the important images that shape our sense of self and ultimately our understanding of the world. Because they influence our lives so profoundly, and because they so generously permit us to share in their experience, a
special sense of connection exists between mentors and protégés. This section
represents my opportunity to acknowledge and say thanks to those who mentored
me professionally and academically throughout the course of my dual careers.
No project as involved and complex as this could be undertaken without the
guidance and assistance of a great many people, all of whom are, in one way or
another, my mentors. It is not possible to list the names and describe the contributions made by every individual who participated in this project in one way or
another—the identities of the collaborators who so generously shared their time
and their experiences to make this book possible, for example, must remain confidential. The collaborators know who they are, and hopefully they know how
much I admire and respect them and how much I appreciate the opportunity to
bear witness to their struggles. If this research has an impact, it will be more to
their credit than mine.
Certain people’s contributions deserve special mention, and among them are
Police Commissioner William J. Bratton and Deputy Commissioner Mike Farrell,
who encouraged this project from the beginning and did a great deal to support

my research. Importantly, they recognized the difficult psychological struggles cops
have around death and were committed to helping them. Inspector Joe Lovelock
made a tremendous impact on my understanding of police history, management,
and culture over the seven years I was privileged to work with him, and he spent
many hours listening to my ruminations and offering insights as I struggled with
this project. He also kept pushing me to complete the project during those toofrequent periods when my formative process seemed to crawl to a halt. Director
James O’Keefe and Chief Demosthenes Long of the Police Academy were also
instrumental in helping to keep me on track to bring this project to fruition.
A great many cops—too many to mention—also share in the credit for this
book. They include the great cops who taught me the Job when I was a rookie, my
partners throughout the years, and the many cops who served as a sounding board
for the issues that are the subject of this research. The insights they shared helped
me to refine my thoughts and to appreciate the many situational variables that
shape cops’ experience of police work and especially of death events. I must also
thank those who read portions of the dissertation and offered cogent comments
that contributed to its objectivity and validity.
On the academic side, I must also thank Professors James Levine and Dorothy Bracey of John Jay College of Criminal Justice, who offered important suggestions and encouraged me to pursue these explorations. Their time, effort,
patience, generosity, and thoughtfulness mean a great deal to me, and their contribution was considerable.
Any student is truly fortunate if at least once in his academic career he encounters a teacher who exposes him to a set of ideas and principles that affect
him deeply and change the way he looks at the world. The student is doubly
fortunate when that teacher takes him under his wing to further guide the development of his thought and his understanding. I was that fortunate when I
was exposed to Robert Jay Lifton, his formative-symbolic paradigm, and especially his ideas about the psychology of survival. Although some of the nebulous ideas and many of the elementary observations that ultimately led to this
research had been with me for some time, it was when I took a course with Dr.
Lifton—a course entitled “Victims, Survivors, and Perpetrators: The Lessons of
Hiroshima, the Holocaust, and Vietnam”—that they really began to coalesce in
a meaningful way. The formative-symbolic paradigm and the psychology of
survival provided the necessary framework for me to understand some of my
own police experiences and feelings around death and to understand some of
the attitudes and behaviors I had observed in other cops. Being the kind of
teacher he is, Dr. Lifton encouraged me to further develop these ideas, suggesting they could make an important contribution to the understanding of police
as well as to the psychology of survival.
With the support, motivation, guidance, and direction Dr. Lifton continually provided over the years, and with a great deal of additional observation and
research, my indistinct concepts took on greater sophistication and meaning and
ultimately became the basis for this research. Notwithstanding the demands of his
own tremendously busy schedule and his own academic explorations, Dr. Lifton
always found the time to discuss issues of theory and method, to share his knowlx
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Introduction
The Death and Policing Nexus

This book is about the psychological struggles and transformations urban police
officers experience as the result of their routine work-related exposures to the
deaths of others, as well as from more profound and personally consequential
encounters with their own mortality. Psychological struggles and transformations
around encounters with death are significant concerns in all human psychology,
but they are particularly salient in the context of contemporary urban policing.
Urban police officers can have frequent encounters with the deaths of others, and
their death confrontations can take place across a broad range of circumstances
and situations. Additionally, some police officers experience death encounters of
an entirely different and infinitely more consequential kind: they face mortal combat situations that pose an objectively credible threat to their survival, they
participate in the taking of a human life in the line of duty, or they witness the
line-of-duty death of a fellow officer but manage to remain alive.
Every human encounter with the death of another person is to some extent a
painful reminder of one’s own mortality, and every death encounter entails some
degree of psychological trauma that results in subtle or profound psychological transformation. Police death encounters, though, differ from more “ordinary” human
encounters with death because police work is permeated with an overarching perception of danger—to a far greater extent than in other occupations, contemporary
urban police officers perceive in their work the realistic and continual potential for
meeting their own demise in the course of their professional duties. In conjunction with the frequency of their death encounters, the wide range of circumstances
and situations in which the death encounters can occur, and a variety of other
factors intrinsic to police work, this perceived potential for a highly personalized
death encounter sets the police officer’s experience of death events apart from
“ordinary” death experiences, and it sets the experience apart from exposures in
3

other death-work occupations as well. Exposure to death is a highly relevant and
influential, if infrequently recognized, variable in police psychology.
This book is based on research that draws its underlying theoretical assumptions and principles primarily from Robert Jay Lifton’s psychoformative paradigm
and the “psychology of survival” perspective the paradigm subsumes. This paradigm is organized around psychological principles of death and the continuity of
life, and it stresses the importance of images in man’s vitalizing quest for ongoing
symbolization.1 The psychology of survival deals with the lasting intra-psychic
impact or imprint of an encounter with death (either the death of another person
or a confrontation with one’s own mortality), and with the universal psychological tendencies that inevitably result from that encounter. A survivor is one who
has come in close contact with death in some bodily or psychic fashion and has
remained alive (Lifton, 1967a, p. 479). This fundamental framework is supplemented and complemented by insights and data drawn from a fairly broad body
of empirical and qualitative research on the psychology and sociology of death
encounters and on the psychology and sociology of police officers. A fairly eclectic mix of theory, research, and data was employed in this research study in order
to adapt the psychology of survival and locate it within a conceptual framework
reflecting the practical realities of contemporary urban policing. The specific interview and field observation techniques used to collect the data and the theoretical assumptions used to analyze them are described in greater depth in subsequent
chapters. Both the method of data collection and the analytical framework generally conform to the method Lifton used in his studies of death-related psychic
trauma and the adaptive processes that accompany death encounters.
To explore the contemporary urban police officer’s exposures to death and
the kind of psychological transformations that result from them, we will examine
the psychological and social processes that shape the way officers experience and
make meaning of their world, including its death encounters. We will explore the
psychological sequelae of police death encounters, distinguishing the effect of
relatively routine job-related death encounters with the deaths of others from the
more profound and personally consequential transformations that result from
actually surviving or witnessing firsthand a life-or-death mortal combat situation.
More specifically, we will examine how four different task environments or types
of assignment in policing—those of the rookie police officer, patrol sergeant,
homicide detective, and crime scene technician—determine the conditions of
death exposure and shape officers’ individual and collective responses to them.
We will also examine how these fairly routine exposures to the deaths of others
differ from the extraordinary experiences of a fifth group: those who survived
mortal combat, witnessed the death of a fellow officer, or violently took a life in
the performance of duty. We will see how these routine and extraordinary death
encounters have a powerful impact not only on the officers who personally experience them, but also on the police culture as a whole.
This book utilizes a “shared themes” approach to illuminate how different
types of exposures in different task environments shape officers and their subculture. Because so many individual and situational variables can be present or absent in a given death encounter, and because each of these variables can have
4
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different levels of meaning to different officers, every officer experiences a death
encounter somewhat differently. Rather than focusing entirely upon a single
individual’s unique and subjective reaction to particular death events—an approach typically used in case study research—the shared themes approach looks
for commonalities in the experience of numerous similarly situated individuals
who have gone through comparable or analogous events. The shared themes approach, which is often used in psychohistorical research, allows us to delve into a
particular task environment and the kinds of death exposures it typically presents
and to observe and analyze the common themes of experience among officers
operating in that environment. Although it is firmly rooted in subjective experience, the shared themes approach imparts an important element of objectivity to
the research.
Psychology has long recognized that virtually all human encounters with death
are potent reminders of our own mortality that entail important psychological
consequences. Whether death encounters involve casual exposures to the deaths
of others or are more extreme and more personally meaningful encounters involving the realistic potential for one’s own extinction, they are emotionally difficult
events from which some degree of emotional or psychological trauma is almost
certain to accrue. Moreover, the individual’s subjective experience of the death
encounter may be magnified or diminished by the presence or absence of myriad
individual, social, cultural, and contextual factors and variables. Given the multiplicity of forms, situations, causes, and circumstances of death that may occur in
a cosmopolitan urban environment, and in light of the fact that urban police officers attend virtually every death scene occurring outside a medical facility, police encounters with death can be conceptualized as occurring along a continuum
of psychological significance. This continuum of significance ranges from brief
and relatively impersonal encounters with the deaths of strangers through the most
profound encounters that involve the realistic prospect of the officer’s own demise. By dint of their overlapping and at times conflicting social roles as social
service providers, first responders to violent crimes and medical emergencies, law
enforcers, and criminal investigators, urban police officers encounter death in
virtually all its myriad forms. Each of these roles and situations entails a specific
array of prescribed tasks and duties that further influence the type and quality of
exposure. The seasoned patrol officer who responds to a death scene at which an
elderly person died in his sleep from natural causes, for example, is likely to have
a very different subjective experience of the event and will perform entirely different tasks than a novice officer who responds to his first fatal traffic accident or
a veteran detective who is called to investigate a particularly gory multiple homicide in which one or more victims is a child.
To explore this continuum of death-related experience and its psychological
impact on officers, I carried out field observations and conducted structured interviews with New York City Police Department officers in the four nominal categories or task environments mentioned above. For the most part, officers in these
four task environments attend the deaths of strangers, and so their death encounters are somewhat routine and fairly impersonal. I also interviewed a number of
Introduction
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